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COMPLETE GROUPS WITH NONABELIAN
COMPOSITION FACTORS

JAY ZIMMERMAN

ABSTRACT. A finite group is said to be complete if it has trivial center and

if every automorphism is an inner automorphism. A finite group with non-

abelian composition factors has a unique completely reducible radical (CR

radical). We consider finite groups with nonabelian composition factors whose

CR radical consists of complete simple groups and we give necessary and suf-

ficient conditions for such a group to be complete. This involves finding group

theoretic conditions which are necessary and sufficient for a finite centerless

group to occur as a self-normalizing subgroup of a direct product of symmetric

groups.

1. Introduction. A finite group is called semisimple if it contains no non-

trivial abelian normal subgroups. A completely reducible group is a group which

is isomorphic to a direct product of simple groups. It is well known that a finite

semisimple group G contains a unique maximal normal completely reducible group

R, called its completely reducible radical. It is easily seen that this completely

reducible radical is characteristic in the whole group (Robinson [1, p. 85]). Hence,

we have that R < G < Aut R under the obvious embeddings; and this character-

izes all semisimple groups with completely reducible radical R. It is an elementary

exercise to show that in this situation Aut G = N&ut r(G) where we are identifying

G with a subgroup of Aut R in a natural way. In particular, if G is complete, then

G = A^Aut r (G). Conversely, a self-normalizing subgroup of Aut R containing R is

complete. The above discussion leads to the following proposition (see Robinson

[1, P- 86]).

PROPOSITION 1. There is a bijection between isomorphism classes of finite

complete semisimple groups with radical R and conjugacy classes of self-normalizing

subgroups of Out R.

This follows easily from the above comments and the canonical homomorphism

Aut R -» Out R.

We will be primarily concerned with those finite groups whose composition fac-

tors are all nonabelian. We will call these groups purely nonabelian or p.n.a. groups.

If R = Dr™ i (Dr"ij Si) where the Si are nonisomorphic nonabelian finite simple

groups, then
m

OutR £ Dr((OutSi)wr (Sym(n;))).
t=i
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The Schreier Conjecture, which has been verified on a case by case basis, asserts

that Out S is solvable for all nonabelian finite simple groups S. Suppose that some

Out Sj has nontrivial center and let 1 ^ x € Z(Out Si). Define ((x,... ,x), 1) = x

as an element of ((OutS,)wr (Sym(rij))). We may consider x as an element of

Out .ft, and hence x 6 Z(OutR). However, this implies that Out ft has no self-

normalizing p.n.a. subgroups. We conclude that if Out ft contains a self-normalizing

p.n.a. subgroup, then Z(OutSi) = 1 for all i. This leads naturally to the following

conjecture.

CONJECTURE. If H is a complete p.n.a. group, then all simple direct factors of

the completely reducible radical of H are complete.

The status of this conjecture is unknown; but it leads us to the consideration

of self-normalizing p.n.a. subgroups of Out ft where every simple direct factor of

ft is complete. In this case, Out ft = Dr™=1 Sym(nj) and we have to determine all

self-normalizing p.n.a. subgroups of a direct product of symmetric groups.

2. Normalizers of permutation groups. We will now begin by proving a

general theorem which gives conditions for an abstract group with trivial center

to occur as a self-normalizing subgroup of a direct product of symmetric groups.

Subsequently, we will exhibit several techniques which generate a large number of

examples of self-normalizing p.n.a. subgroups of symmetric groups.

We will use these examples to disprove some further conjectures. For example,

we will obtain a complete p.n.a. group whose composition series contains simple

factors which are not complete. However, this example does not settle the above

conjecture because the factor is not contained in the completely reducible radical.

We will begin by examining the situation for a single symmetric group Sym(X).

DEFINITION. Let G be a group and let (H,e) = {(Hi,ei)\l < i < k} be a set of

ordered pairs consisting of a subgroup Hi and G and a positive integer e;, called the

multiplicity of if;. Suppose that the Hi are not G-conjugate. Define Aut(G\(H,e))

to be the subgroup of Aut G consisting of those automorphisms <p which satisfy the

following properties:

(1) tp permutes the conjugates of Hi,..., Hk, say Hf = H^, where tt € Sym(fc)

and Ui e G.

(2) e-i — e(i)7r for all i.

Furthermore, if all of the e; are equal to one then we will write Aut(G\H) in place

of Aut(G|(#Te)).

THEOREM 2. Let G be a subgroup of S = Sym(X). Let Hi,... ,Hk be a com-

plete set of nonconjugate stabilizers of elements of X in G. Define the multiplicity

ti of Hi to be the number of G-orbits whose stabilizers are conjugate to Hi in G.

Then there is a split exact sequence

Dr((/VG(i7t)//7t)wr (Symfo))) ~ NS(G) -» Aut(G|(tf^)).
t=i

PROOF. Let {c\,|l < i < k, 1 < j < ej be the set of all G-orbits of X

labeled so that the set Si = {Sto(x)\x € Uj4i On} consists of all stabilizers that

are G-conjugate to H{. Notice that if x € X and a € Ns(G), then Sto((x)a) =

a~1(Sto(x))o-. It follows that we may choose an element a(i,j) from each orbit Oij

such that Sto(a(i,j)) = Ht for 1 < j < e;.
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Let a G Ns (G). Since the stabilizer of any element in Oij is conjugate to Hi for

1 < j < Cj, the stabilizer of any element of OijC is conjugate to Hf = H^i where

tt G Sym(fc) and Ui G G. It follows that a = e^)^ and hence OijO = 0(t)7r,(j)Ti

where tt G Sym(A:) and r; G Sym(ei). We deduce that there exists an element

u(i,j) € G such that a(i,j)a = a((i)tr,(j)Tt)u(i,j). The element u(i,j) could be

replaced by any element of the coset (H^^u(i,j)). We have just shown that we

may associate with any a G Ns(G) the permutations 7r G Sym(fc), T; G Sym(ej)

and the cosets {(H/i)„u(i,j))\l < i < k, 1 < j < e,}.

Since a normalizes G, it induces an automorphism <p of G by conjugation. We

will show that <p is an element of Aut(G\(H,e)). For any g G G, consider the

equations

(a(i,j)g)a = (a(i,j)a)ga = (a((i)ir, (j)Ti)u(i,j))g'('.

If we choose g G Hi — Sto(a(i,j)), then we can deduce

(a((i)ir, (j)Ti)u(i,j)) = (a(i,j)a) = (a(i,j)g)a = (a((i)ir, (j)ri)u(i,j))g'(>.

This implies that gf stabilizes (a((i)ir, (j)ri)u(i, j)) and hence

g"e(StG(a((i)ir,(j)ri))r^.

It follows that if g G Hi, then g*> G Hu{^f and hence Hf = H$;j).   Since

^i = e^, this shows that <p G Aut(G|(i?, e)).

In summary, to every a G Ns (G) we may associate the quadruple

(<p,-K,(Ti)ki=l,{H{i)7!u(i,j)\\ <i<k, l<j< et})

where tp G Aut(G|(i/, e)), 7r g Sym(fc), r8 G Sym(ej), and ti = e^ for all i.

Conversely assume that we have such a quadruple. Every element of X is ex-

pressible in the form a(i,j)g for some i,j and g G G. Define cr: X —► X by the

rule

(a{i,j)9)<r = (o((*>, W^Mm)^

where <7 G G. First, we must check that cr is well defined. If h € Hi = Sto(a(i,j)),

then ftp = (ft)"(*'J) for some ft G tf(i)7r. Then

(a(i,j)hg)o = (a((i)n, (j>i)u(z,.7))(ft£/)<p = (a((i)ir, (j>j)ftw(i,j'))^

= («((«>, (i)ri)u(i,j))^ = (a(i,y)<7)a.

Next, the map a has an inverse, namely

(a(i,j)g)a-1 =a((i)7r-\(j)T-)\_1) (u((i)^\ (j)^^))"    V"

It follows that a G S.

We must now show that o G N$(G). Let x,g eG. We compute that

(a(?,y)c/)cr_1a;CT

= ((a((i>-1,(y)^Jr_I) («((Oir-1,O>w1ir-0)",P"V'1)*)»

= a(»>j)tt((t>-a,(y)r(7)1]r_I) (("((tK'.ti)^-,))"" V1*)"

= (a^i)?)^-
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It follows that fj-1:rcT = xv and in particular a G Ns(G). We have established a

bijection between the quadruples (<p, tt, (t;), (H^)nu(i,j))) and the elements o of

NS(G).
Now define the homomorphism 6: Ns(G) —► AutG by (cj)6 = <p. It is clear

that Im9 = Aut(G\(H,e)).
We will now obtain an expression for Ker8. Let a G KerG. Then <p = 1 and

hence Hi = HT^^'. This implies that (i)tr = i for all i and therefore 7r = 1. it

also implies that u(i,j) G NG(Hi). Thus under the above bijection, a corresponds

to the quadruple (1,1, (r,), (Hiu(i,j))) with u(i,j) G NG(Hi). It is easily verified

that the group operation on Ns(G) induces the following operation on the set of

all quadruples which correspond to elements of Ker ©,

(1,1, tt),(Hiu'(i,j))) ■ (l,l,(T'/),(HlU"(i,j)))

= (l,l,(TllT'/),(Hlu"(l,(j)T'i)u'(i,j))).

It is obvious that Ker6 = Dr^=1((NG(Hi)/Hi)wr (Sym(e,))) by the map a i-»

(Tt, (Hiu(i,j))j)i. Hence we have the short exact sequence

Dr((NG(Ht)/Hi) wr (Sym(eO)) ~ NS{G) -» Aut(G|(tf^)).
i=l

Finally, we must show that this sequence splits. Let ip G Aut(G\(H,e)); then

Hf = fl*')jr for some tt g Sym(fc) and Ui G G. Define j/: Aut(G|(Jf,e)) -» ATS(G)

by i/: p m (<p,tt, (1), (HiUi)) = a. We will now show that i^ is a homomorphism.

Consider the elements (<pi)v and (<P2)v. As above there exist 7ri,7r2 G Sym(fc),

u\, u\ G G and <pi,<P2 G Aut(G|(iY,e)) such that

{a(iJ)9)({<Pi)v) = a((i)'KidWig'p'

for / = 1 or 2. It follows that

zj<Pi<P2 _  (tju\      Y2 -  rr^K)"2
ai ~ \"(i)m)       ~a(i)*i*2

and hence

{a{i,J)9)({<Pi)H<P2)t/) = W(>)TiJ>if')(Pj)'/

= otCOirnra.iK'K-)^^1*^ = (a(i,j)g)(<Pi^)^

This shows that i/ is a homomorphism and hence it is easily seen to be a split-

ting.    □

Suppose that G is a self-normalizing subgroup of S = Sym(X) with trivial

center. Theorem 2 shows that Aut(G\(H, e)) = InnG. Since Z(G) = 1, we see that

Aut(G\(H,e)) = G and the map Ns(G) —> Aut(G|(iY, e)) is an isomorphism. Since

Dr*=1((NG(Hi)/Hi)vfr (Sym(e;))) = 1, we also have that Hi = NG(Hi) and e, = 1

for all i.
We can now characterize the self-normalizing subgroups of a symmetric group

which have trivial center.

THEOREM 3. Let G be an abstract finite group with trivial center. Then G is

isomorphic with a self-normalizing subgroup of some finite symmetric group if and

only if there exist subgroups Hi,..., Hk of G satisfying the conditions:

(i) No two of Hi,... ,Hk are conjugate in G.
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(ii) Na(Hi) = Hi for all i.

(™)f)Li«\eG9-1Hlg) = l.
(iv) Aut(G|/0=InnG.

PROOF. We have already proven that conditions (i), (ii), and (iv) are necessary.

Since f)t=i (C\geG 9~l^i9) m *ne se* °f elements of G which stablilize every element

of X, it must be trivial. Thus condition (iii) is also necessary.

Conversely assume that such a set of subgroups exists. Define X to be the set

of all right cosets of the Hi and let G act on X by right multiplication. If ft acts

trivially on all of X, then ft G r\i=i(C\geG 9~lHi9)- I* follows that G acts faithfully

on X by condition (iii). We can see that the G-orbits are {Hig\g G G} for all i and

StG(Hig) = (StG(Hi))9 = Hf. If Hf1 = Hf, then by condition (i), the indices i
and j are equal. It follows that distinct orbits have nonconjugate stabilizers. Hence

if we regard G as a subgroup of Sym(X), we have that e, = 1 in the notation of

Theorem 2. We may apply Theorem 2 to show that Nsym(x) (G) = G.    □

Now we will consider the more general case where we have a direct product of

symmetric groups. Let X be a disjoint union of nonempty subsets X;, symbolically

X = XiU • • ■ UXj. Let G be a group of permutations of X which fix each X; as a

set. Thus

G < S0 = Sym(X,) x • • • x Sym(X,) < S = Sym(X).

First, we would like to identify Ns0(G), which is, of course, equal to So n Ns(G).

We will use the characterization of Ns (G) developed in Theorem 2 and try to find

out when cr G Ns(G) is also in So-

Let cr = (tp,ir, (Ti),(H(i)T,u(i,j))) G Ns(G). If a G So, then both a(i,j) and

a((i)ir, (j)Ti) — (a(i,j)a)(u(i,j))~l must be in the same set Xt for some t. It

follows that if Hi is a stabilizer associated with an orbit contained in Xt, then

so is Hf. Hence <p must permute conjugates of the Hi that are associated with

the same Xt. We shall write the subgroup of all tp in Aut(G\(H, e)) with this

property as Aut(G|(r7, e)|X) where X = {Xi,...,X(}. If e; = 1, then we will write

Aut(G|77|X).
Let A be the semidirect product

Ant(G\{H^e)\X) x Dr(Sym(e»))
i=l

where <p in Aut(G\(H,e)\X) acts on r in Dr*=1(Sym(ei)) according to (r*3)* =

rw,-i. Define 0: NS(G)-+A by

0: (ip,ir,(Ti),(H(i)lru(i,j))) ^ (<p, fa)].<<<*).

The following equation shows that 9 is a homomorphism:

[(a)9\[(o')0\ = (<p<p',rfri) = (^V,^-^) = (aa')0.

Notice that Ker 0 consists of all cr G Ng(G) which correspond to (1, l,(l),Hiu(i,j))).

Thus we get the following short exact sequence:

Dr ( Dr N(Hi)/Hi) ►-+ NS(G) -1 A.
i=l \j=l )
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Let V = (NSo(G))0. If a G Ker0, then a(i,j)a = a(i,j)u(i,j) and so Ker0 < S0.

This yields the following short exact sequence:

Dr f Dr NG(Hi)/Ht) -» NSo(G) -» V.
1=1 \y=i J

We will show that the composite of the canonical maps

NsAG) ̂ V ^ Aut(G\W^)\X)

is surjective. Now suppose that Ns0(G) = G, then NG(Hi) = Hi. If <p G

Aut(G\(H,e)|X) then for each j from 1 to e;, there exists j' between 1 and e;

such that a(i,j) and a((i)TT,j') are in the same set Xs where Hf = H^^3'. Define

Ti G Sym(ej) by (j)n = j'. Define a = (<p,ir, (n), (H^nu(i,j))) where all quanti-

ties are as defined above. We can deduce that a G Ns0(G) and (o)0 = ((ri),<p). It

follows that the canonical projection of V into Aut(G\(H, e)|X) is surjective. It is

also clear that (((1),tp)\tp G InnG) < V. Therefore, if NSo(G) = G, then e; = 1 for

all s and Aut(G\H\X) = InnG.
These facts show the necessity of the hypothesis in the following theorem.

THEOREM 4. Let G be an abstract finite group with trivial center. Then G is

isomorphic with a self-normalizing subgroup of a direct product of I finite symmetric

groups if and only if there exist subgroups Hi,..., Hk and a partition YiO • ■ ■ UYj

of the set Y — {Hig\g G G, 1 < i < k} satisfying the conditions:

(i) No two of Hi,... ,Hk are conjugate on G.

(ii) NG(Hi) = Hl for alii.

(iii)rt=i(noeG<r1^) = l.
(iv) Each set Yi is the union of all right cosets of certain of the subgroups Hj.

(v) Aut(G\H\Y) = InnG.

PROOF. Assume that G is a self-normalizing subgroup of Sym(Xj) x ■•• x

Sym(Xj). Define the Hi as StG(a(i,j)) as before. We have already shown that

e, = 1 for all i, NG(Hi) = Hi, and Aut(G\H\X) = InnG. Define Yr as the set of

all right cosets of every Hi that is the stabilizer associated with an orbit contained

in Xr. It is clear that all five conditions are satisfied.

Conversely, assume that we have the groups Hi,..., Hk and the partition Yi,...,

Yi of Y satisfying all of the given conditions. We can embed G in So = Dr*Lj Sym(Yi)

in the obvious way and it follows easily from conditions (ii) and (v) that Ns0 (G) =

G.    D
The purpose of classifying self-normalizing p.n.a. subgroups of a direct product of

symmetric groups was to decide which p.n.a. groups were complete. Therefore, let

us recall how we can construct a complete group from a self-normalizing p.n.a. sub-

group of a direct product of symmetric groups. Let H < Sym(ni) x • ■ • x Sym(n;)

be a self-normalizing p.n.a. subgroup. Let Si,..., S; be a set of nonisomorphic

complete nonabelian finite simple groups. Define

ft= Dr ( D'rSt ).
«=i V=1    /

It follows that
Out ft = Sym(ni) x ■ • ■ x Sym(n;).
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The preimage G of H under Aut ft -» Sym(ni) x • • • x Sym(n;) is a complete

p.n.a. group. Moreover, if the conjecture at the beginning of this section is correct,

then this construction will give all complete p.n.a. groups.

3. Examples. In the remainder of this section we shall give explicit examples

of self-normalizing p.n.a. subgroups of a symmetric group. The simplest examples

arise as follows. Let G be a complete nonabelian finite simple group and let H be

a maximal subgroup of G. The conditions of Theorem 3 are all satisfied with k — 1

and Hi — H. Hence G can be embedded in Sym(|G : H\) as a self-normalizing

subgroup. In particular, the Mathieu groups Mn, A/23 and M24 may be embedded

in Sym(ll), Sym(23) and Sym(24) respectively as self-normalizing subgroups. Thus

we obtain as complete p.n.a. groups the permutational wreath products S wr Mn,

S wr M23 and S wr M24 where S is a complete simple group.

We will begin with a technique for constructing self-normalizing p.n.a. subgroups

of a symmetric group given a proper p.n.a. subgroup of a directly indecomposable

p.n.a. group. If if is a subgroup of G, then define *H and H* as the images of H

under the left and right regular representations of G respectively.

LEMMA 5. Let H be a proper subgroup with trivial center of a finite directly

indecomposable group G with Z(G) = 1. If N\ntG(H) = InnH, then (*H x G*) is
self-normalizing in Sym(G).

PROOF. Let 7 G NSym{G)(*H x G*). It follows that

(*H x G*) = (*H x G*p = {*H)"i x (G*)">.

The Remak-Krull-Schmidt Theorem implies that there exists a central automor-

phism a of (*H x G*) such that (*H)~< = (*H)a and (G*)f = (G*)a (Robinson [1,

p. 81]). Since Z(*H x G*) = 1, the automorphism a centralizes both G* and *H

and hence (*H)~* = (*H) and {G*)i = (G*). The holomorph Hol(G) is defined to
be (AutG,G*) < Sym(G), and it is easily shown to be equal to NSym(G)(G*). It

follows that by multiplying 7 by an element of G*, we may construct 7 G Aut G

such that 7 normalizes both (*H) and (G*). Now (*h)^ = *(ft7) and it follows that

7 G NAut g(H) — InnH. Since Inn if < (*H x G*), v/e may deduce that 7 and

hence 7 is contained in (*H x G*). This proves that (*H x G*) is self-normalizing

in Sym(G).    □

We will exhibit some specific situations in which Lemma 5 can be applied.

(I) There are natural embeddings M22 < M23 < M24 < Sym(24) of the Mathieu

groups wherein M22 and M23 are stabilizers of elements operated on by M23 and

M24 respectively. Consider the two cases H = M22, G = M23 and H = M23,

G = M24 where H is regarded as a subgroup of G. Since M22, A/23, and A/24 act 2-

transitively on {1,..., n) where n = 22,23 and 24 respectively, they act primitively

on them. It follows that M22 is maximal in M23 and M23 is maximal in M24.

Lemma 5 implies that (*M23 x M^3) and (*M23 x M24) are self-normalizing in

Sym(M23) and Sym(M24) respectively. We deduce that the permutational wreath

products (S wr (*M22 x M2*3)) and (S wr (*M23 x M24)) are complete p.n.a. groups,

if S is a complete nonabelian finite simple group. It should be emphasized that the

group (*M22 x M23) is not complete since M22 is not complete. This leads to the
following proposition.
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PROPOSITON 6. Let S be a complete nonabelian finite simple group and define

Hi = (S wr (*M22 xM2*3)) and H2 = (S wr (*M23 x M2*4)). The groups Hi and H2

are complete p.n.a. groups but the composition series of Hi contains a noncomplete

factor.

(II) The symplectic groups of characteristic two give rise to self-normalizing p.n.a.

subgroups of symmetric groups.

THEOREM 7. If n > 7, the projective symplectic groups PSp(2n, 2) = G„(2)

contain self-normalizing p.n.a. subgroups.

PROOF. Let {e_n,..., e_i, ei,..., e„} be a basis for a vector space V of dimen-

sion 2n over GF(2). Define a skew-symmetric bilinear form on V which operates

on the basis of V by (ei,ej) = 6j-i where 6ij is the Kronecker delta. This form

will be skew-symmetric since the field has characteristic two. The symplectic group

Sp(2n, 2) is the group of linear transformations of V which preserve the bilinear

form. Since the center of Sp(2n, 2) consists of diagonal matrices, it is trivial. It

follows that Sp(2n,2) = PSp(2n, 2) = Gn(2), which is a complete nonabelian finite

simple group.

Let / and m be distinct integers such that /, m > 3 and define n — l + m. Hence

n > 7. Define Vi = (e_j,...,ej_i,ej) and V2 = (e-„,...,e-l-i,el+1,...,en).

Notice that dim Vi = 2/ and dim V2 = 2m. It is clear that Vi and V2 are orthogonal

subspaces such that V = Vi © V2. Define W to be the subgroup of elements of

Sp(2n, 2) which leave Vi and V2 invariant. Let Fi be the subgroup of elements of

W which act trivially on Vz-i for i = 1 and 2. By restricting Fi and the bilinear form

to Vi, it is easily seen that Fi = PSp(2/, 2) and F2 = PSp(2m, 2). In addition, since

W = (Fi,F2), Fi n F2 = /, and [Fi,F2] = 1, we can deduce that W = Ft x F2.

Since I ^ m, W is a complete p.n.a. group, which by a well-known property of

complete groups shows that NS(W) = W x CS(W) where S = PSp(2n, 2).
We will complete the proof by showing that Cs(W) = 1, so that W is self-

normalizing in S. If we consider S as a matrix group and define Eij as the matrix

with a 1 in the (i,j)th position and zero elsewhere, then (/ + Ei-i) G W for all i.

If T G CS(W), then Ei-iT = TEl^t. Writing T = (titj) and taking (i, k) entries

on each side, we obtain £_,,& = 0 for A; ̂  —i. This implies that T is represented by

a diagonal matrix and hence T = 1. Thus Cs(W) = 1.      □

We may apply Lemma 5 to the above examples to show that the group

*(Ci(2) x Gm(2)) x (Cn(2)Y is a self-normalizing subgroup of Sym(C„(2)). It

follows that S wr (*(G((2) x Gm(2)) x (Gn(2))*) is a complete p.n.a. group when S

is a complete nonabelian finite simple group. Similar techniques may be used with

other Chevalley groups. Indeed, given a Chevalley group it is possible to construct

subgroups of it by deleting selected points from its Dynkin diagram and consider-

ing the Chevalley group of the deleted diagram. Under suitable conditions, we may

obtain a situation similar to the one given above.

In conclusion, we will consider yet another method of generating self-normalizing

subgroups of a symmetric group.

LEMMA 8. Let F be a complete finite group which contains a conjugacy class

D such that Cp(a) is self-normalizing for a G D, and Cp(D) = 1. Then there

exists a self-normalizing subgroup F in Sym(Z)) which is isomorphic to F, namely

the image of F under the natural embedding of F into Sym(D).
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PROOF. Define a: F —* Sym(J9) as the map which takes / into Of where Of is

conjugation of the elements of D by /. This map is monic, since Cp(D) = 1. We

will define F = Ima.

If 7 G NSym(D)(F), then 7 = 0/7 for some / G F and 7 G GSym(D)(F), since F

is complete. Choose an element a G D. There exists x G F such that (0)7 = ax. If

y G Cp(a), then

(0)7 = (ayh = (a)cTj,7 = (a)7<7j, = y_1((ab)y

and hence Gf(o) < Cp(ax). A similar argument yields Cf(o.x) < Gp(o) and hence

Cf(o) = Cp(ax). We may deduce that x G Np(Cp(a)) — Cp(a); consequently

(0)7 = a. It follows that (ay)7 = (a)cryq = (a)fay = (ay) for all y G F and this

implies that 7 = 1. We have shown that F is self-normalizing in Sym(D).    □

If F is a complete finite simple group with an element a^l such that Cp(a)

is self-normalizing, we can apply Lemma 8 because the condition Cf(D) = 1 is

automatically satisfied. The Mathieu group Mn is an example of such a group.

PROPOSITION 9. The Mathieu group Mn is a complete nonabelian finite

simple group with an element whose centralizer is self-normalizing.

PROOF. It is well known that Mn is a complete nonabelian finite simple group.

We may use the realization of Mn as a subgroup of Sym(ll) (Robinson [1, p. 202])

to show that the Sylow 2-subgroups of Mn are of the form S = (u, v\us = 1 =

v2,v_1uv = u3). This group has center (u4) of order two. Let a = u4. It follows

that Nmu(S) < CMxl(a) and we may easily deduce that Cmu (a) is self-normalizing

in Mn.    □

If D is the conjugacy class containing a, then \D\ = \M\i\ CmiX(o)\ — 165. It

follows that Lemma 8 embeds Mn in Sym(165) and the image is self-normalizing.

This paper is an excerpt from the author's doctoral dissertation at the University

of Illinois (1983). The author would like to acknowledge the debt owed to his thesis

advisor, Derek Robinson during the research and writing of his dissertation.
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